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Abstract

Network Function Virtualization (NFV) allows datacenters to consolidate network appliance functions onto commodity servers and devices. Currently telecommunication carriers are re-architecting their central offices as NFV datacenters that, along with SDN, help network service providers to speed deployment and reduce cost. However, it is still unclear how a carrier network shall organize its NFV datacenter resources into a coherent service architecture to support global network functional demands. This work proposes a hierarchical NFV/SDN-integrated architecture in which datacenters are organized into a multi-tree overlay network to collaboratively process user traffic flows. The proposed architecture steers traffic to a nearby datacenter to optimize user-perceived service response time. Our experimental results reveal that the 3-tier architecture is favored over others as it strikes a good balance between centralized processing and edge computing, and the resource allocation should be decided based on traffic’s source-destination attributes. Our results indicate that when most traffic flows within the same edge datacenter, the strategy whereby resources are concentrated at the carrier’s bottom-tier datacenters is preferred, but when most traffic flows across a carrier network or across different carrier networks, a uniform distribution over the datacenters or over the tiers, respectively, stands out from others.

Introduction

As innovation of network technology accelerates, hardware-based network appliances rapidly reach end-of-life, becoming a primary source of expenditures of today’s carrier networks. Currently telecommunication carriers address this problem by adopting Network Function Virtualization (NFV) technology to re-architect their central offices as NFV datacenters [1]. Such NFV datacenters consolidate network appliance functions onto commodity servers and devices, which helps service providers to speed service deployment and reduce cost. NFV datacenters can be directed by programmable control planes with the Software Defined Networking (SDN) protocol to intelligent-ly steer user traffic flows to the best suited network function unit therein.

At present it is still unclear how a carrier network shall organize its NFV datacenters into a coherent service architecture and how to deploy the datacenter resources to support global network functional demands. From one perspective, traditional system architects would like to squeeze as many resources into as few super datacenters as possible to achieve economy of scale. From another perspective, telecommunication carriers, when acting as service providers, may want to place sufficient datacenter resources at the Internet’s edge to improve user-perceived service response time [2]. This calls for a new NFV service architecture that can flexibly and efficiently support global network functional demands while accommodating a variety of user traffic patterns and timing constraints.

In response to these challenges, our design philosophy is to divide resources of carrier networks among many NFV datacenters and connect them into a multi-tree overlay network. In the proposed architecture, most of the NFV datacenters act as edge datacenters, which are deployed at major subscriber access networks to reduce data transport latency and cross-network traffic. The remaining NFV datacenters are placed above the edge datacenters in the hierarchy to absorb transient traffic bursts. These NFV datacenters collaboratively process global network functional demands on the carrier networks and intelligently steer traffic flows to a nearby datacenter which yields the minimum expected user-perceived response time. This article introduces our efforts to design such an NFV network architecture and integrate hierarchical NFV datacenters with SDN-based control plane mechanisms.

Background

Traditionally, launching a new network function in a carrier network often requires integrating custom hardware appliances into the existing network infrastructure. Such hardware integration becomes increasingly difficult and expensive as the network size and the number of offered network functions scale up. Furthermore, acceleration in network technology is shortening hardware lifecycles, so custom network appliances now become a significant source of capital and operating expenditures of today’s carrier network. To address this problem, telecommunication carriers are re-architecting their hardware infrastructure, aiming to offer network functions in a manner similar to the cloud computing paradigm. It is expected that a future carrier network will be mainly composed of datacenters equipped with NFV-enabled servers. Custom network appliances will gradually be replaced by their software-based counterparts running in NFV datacenters.
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The European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) has formally defined an NFV reference architecture [3] with standardized implementations and interfaces with other network components. This standardized NFV architecture enables a carrier network to offer software-implemented network functions through commodity equipment and devices, thus optimizing the carrier’s hardware infrastructure. However, the conventional tightly-coupled routing paradigm still prevents the carrier network from intelligently steering traffic flows to fully utilize the benefits of NFV architecture [4].

SDN is widely regarded as an ideal complement to NFV architecture because its design decouples the network’s control planes from the data planes. With SDN, a network’s control plane is directly programmable on a centralized controller. This SDN controller is responsible for dynamically determining the paths of traffic flows across the network and remotely controlling the network’s data planes. With the support of NFV/SDN-integrated architecture, a carrier network can flexibly deploy its network functions across geographically dispersed NFV datacenters and dynamically steer traffic flows to the best suited network function unit therein [5]. OpenFlow is currently the most popular SDN standard which specifies the communications between the SDN controller and the managed network equipment and devices.

**Datacenter Network Architectures**

Existing datacenter network architectures can be divided into three categories: non-NFV, NFV-only, and NFV/SDN-integrated. In Table 1 we compare our proposal with some well known representatives in five areas: economy of scale, agility, expenditures, network latency, and SDN-oriented collaboration, to see which of them is most suited for global network function deployment. By agility, we compare their ability of rapidly deploying and scaling new network functions. By network latency, we compare the overall network latency from tenants or subscribers to their designated datacenter. By SDN-oriented collaboration, we examine whether or not NFV-enabled datacenters to collaboratively process traffic under SDN control. The meanings of the other aspects are straightforward as their names suggest.

Two well known representatives of the non-NFV category are super datacenter and content delivery network (CDN) architectures. A big IT company such as Google or Amazon typically concentrates hardware resources in a few super datacenters to achieve economy of scale, but the resultant network latency is usually very high due to the centralizing nature. In comparison, a CDN is a collection of autonomous datacenters linked by the Internet to facilitate delivery of Web content and streaming media; the mapping of user requests to CDN servers is performed by a simple Domain-Name-System redirection process [2]. Our proposal and CDN architecture especially focus on leveraging the design concept of edge datacenters and can achieve low network latency. CDN architecture, however, lacks the advantage of economy of scale because it partitions its resources among many autonomous datacenters.

Existing super datacenter and CDN architectures still rely on custom network appliances and hence have poor agility and high capital and operating expenditures.

VL2 and NetLord [7] are two representatives of NFV-enabled datacenter network architectures. VL2 relies on complex end-system address resolution to map service instances to anywhere in the network, without changing the actual network architecture or control plane. With VL2, sending a packet always incurs a directory system look-up for the actual location of the destination. NetLord uses multiple virtual local area networks to provide high end-to-end bandwidth for multiple tenant networks. The NetLord architecture provides good scalability and logical isolation between tenants. Both VL2 and NetLord have good agility and benefit from economy of scale, but their mapping mechanisms are very complex and cannot guarantee low network latency and low cross-network traffic.

CORD [1] and CloudNaaS [8] are SDN-based network architectures that rely on an OpenFlow controller to remotely maneuver traffic flows in OpenFlow switches. Our proposal also follows this approach. Because all of them adopt NFV/SDN-integrated architecture, their performance excels in the aspects of agility and expenditures. Among the three, CORD lacks a service-oriented inter-datacenter network and hence performs poorly in the area of economy of scale; CloudNaaS cannot guarantee to minimize cross-network traffic and network latency because of its complex service mapping mechanism. In comparison, our proposal allows the managed NFV datacenters to collaboratively process network traffic under an SDN-controlled hierarchical overlay architecture, thus achieving excellent economy of scale, low expenditures, and low network latency at the same time.

**Hierarchical NFV/SDN-Integrated Datacenter Network**

In this section, we first introduce the NFV/SDN-integrated datacenter model and then present the proposed hierarchical datacenter network architecture. Finally, we describe the traffic redirection mechanism used by the proposed architecture to optimize the user-perceived service response time.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approaches</th>
<th>Economy of scale</th>
<th>Agility</th>
<th>Expenditures</th>
<th>Network latency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Non-NFV</td>
<td>Super datacenter</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
<td>Poor</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDN [2]</td>
<td>Poor</td>
<td>Poor</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NFV-only</td>
<td>VL2 [6]</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NetLord [7]</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NFV/SDN-integrated</td>
<td>CORD [1]</td>
<td>Poor</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CloudNaaS [8]</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 1. Comparison of the existing datacenter network architectures.**
NFV/SDN-Integrated Datacenter Model

For flexible and efficient NFV datacenter control, we integrate a management plane, an SDN controller, and an NFV cloud system into a coherent NFV/SDN-integrated datacenter model, as illustrated in Fig. 1. The management plane contains a resource manager and an information server. The former allocates NFV cloud resources to the admitted traffic flows based on their demands, while the latter monitors the status of the local datacenter and exchanges information with other information servers in the same carrier network. The SDN controller consists of two modules: a cloud controller and a network controller. The former controls the traffic flows’ service chaining arrangement in the NFV cloud, while the latter controls redirection of the arriving traffic flows. Every datacenter by default has one deep packet inspection (DPI) function running in the NFV cloud to analyze the packets arriving at the datacenter. The arriving traffic flows may be redirected to another datacenter to receive the NFV service if doing so improves the user-perceived service response time. Otherwise, the traffic flows will be admitted and switched to the internal network function units according to the NFV service chaining arrangement. The network topology module describes the physical arrangement of communication links, OpenFlow switches and routers in the local datacenter. The NFV cloud module includes physical servers, storage and network resources that are used to run network function units.

Hierarchical Datacenter Architecture

Our design philosophy is to divide resources of a carrier network among many NFV/SDN-integrated datacenters. As illustrated in Fig. 1, a set of the carrier’s datacenters are connected into a multi-tier tree network to collaboratively process traffic from the tenants. The roots of the different trees are connected via the Internet such that traffic can be routed from one carrier network to another. As mentioned previously, the Tier-1 (leaf) nodes are deployed at the entry points of tenants’ subscriber access networks to reduce data transport latency and cross-network traffic. The remaining datacenters are placed above the leaves in the hierarchy to absorb transient traffic bursts. Every node in a tree, except the root, has a single parent and may have one or multiple children. Traffic from a subscriber network is first directed to the local Tier-1 datacenter. Each datacenter either admits and processes the arriving traffic itself or redirects the traffic to another datacenter in the carrier network to optimize the user-perceived service response time. Traffic flows that have already been served by datacenters are routed or switched across the datacenter network architecture to their destinations.

A traffic flow’s source and destination IP addresses decide from which Tier-1 nodes the flow enters and exits the hierarchical datacenter architecture. Such IP address information also decides how a flow is routed or switched through the carrier networks. Specifically, the proposed architecture routes switches three possible types of traffic patterns: namely, same-Tier1-datacenter-and-same-carrier (S&S), different-Tier1-datacenter-and-same-carrier (D&S), and different-Tier1-datacenter-and-different-carrier (D&D), in the following way. In the S&S scenario, traffic enters and exits the hierarchical architecture from the same Tier-1 datacenter, say DC1_1, in Fig. 1. In this case, the traffic will be redirected from DC1_1 along the tree network to the one, among DC1_1 and its ancestors, which yields the minimum expected service response time. Once providing the requested NFV services, the chosen datacenter will switch the traffic, along the tree network, back to DC1_1 and then to the destination subscriber network. In the D&S scenario, traffic enters and exits the hierarchical architecture from two different datacenters, say DC1_1 and DC1_2, owned by the same carrier. In this case, DC1_1 will find among DC1_1 and DC1_2 and their ancestors the one that yields the minimum expected service response time. The traffic is first redirected to the chosen one to receive the requested NFV services, then switched to DC1_2 and then to the destination. In the D&D scenario, traffic enters and exits from two different datacenters, say DC1_1 and DC1_4, owned by two different carriers. In this case, the traffic is first redirected to the one, among DC1_1 and its ancestors, that yields the minimum expected service response time. Once receiving the requested NFV service, the traffic is switched to the root of DC1_1, then

![Figure 1. Model of NFV/SDN-integrated Hierarchical datacenter architecture.](image-url)
routed via the Internet to the root of $DC_{1,4}$ and finally switched along the tree network to $DC_{1,4}$ and then to the destination subscriber network.

As the traffic’s source-destination attributes affect the workload distribution over the datacenters, the carriers may adapt their resource allocation strategy to different traffic patterns as well. In this work we studied four possible types of resource, namely Avg-dc, Avg-tier, Heavy-feet and Heavy-head, to test how they improve the user-perceived service response time under the effects of different traffic patterns. By Avg-dc and Avg-tier strategies, resources are uniformly distributed to all the datacenters and all the tiers, respectively. Heavy feet and heavy head are the strategies whereby resources are concentrated at the carrier’s bottom tier and the top tier, respectively.

**Inter-Datacenter Traffic Redirection**

When a new traffic flow arrives at the root node or at a Tier-1 node in a carrier network, the traffic is directly switched to the internal DPI unit to identify its NFV demands. The arriving traffic flow may be either incoming or outgoing with respect to the carrier network; the incoming traffic needs NFV services such as intrusion detection, while the outgoing traffic may need different services such as firewall. For this very reason, the DPI unit uses the source and destination IP addresses to determine the traffic’s NFV service type.

To select the best suited datacenter to serve an arriving traffic flow, the DPI unit uses the carrier network’s latency information and the expected turnaround times of the datacenters to compute an estimate. Such a computation relies on the local information server periodically collecting the network latency and loading statistics from all the datacenters in the carrier network. To smooth out short-term fluctuations in the collected data, an information server computes $T_k(f, g)$, the $k$-th moving average of the turnaround times of NFV service $f$ in datacenter $g$ as

$$T_k(f, g) = \alpha \cdot T_{k-1}(f, g) + (1 - \alpha) \cdot \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{m} f(f, g, i)}{m}, \quad (1)$$

where $T(f, g, i)$ denotes the $i$-th measured turnaround time of NFV service $f$ in datacenter $g$ during the last measurement period, $m$ denotes the number of measurements that have been taken during the last measurement period, and $\alpha$ denotes the smoothing factor. The expected user-perceived service response time of certain chained NFV services is simply the sum of the estimated turnaround times of the involved NFV services plus the estimated data transport and network latencies. All these estimates can be obtained from the local information server. The datacenter with the minimum expected service response time is selected as the best suited one to serve the traffic flow. Afterward, the DPI unit associates an NFV service type and an Openflow tag with the traffic flow to indicate how it shall be served and switched across the network.

**Experimental Results**

In this section, we study through emulation the performance of the proposed hierarchical architecture, then present some representative results and discuss their implications.

**Implementation**

We have implemented an emulation that captures the major features of the proposed hierarchical datacenter architecture. The emulation is used to evaluate the architecture’s performance in the presence of different traffic patterns and resource allocation strategies. Our implementation is based on OpenFlow specification 1.3.1 [9] and the NFV/SDN-integrated hierarchical datacenter architecture illustrated in Fig. 1. The network controller and cloud controller modules used in the emulation are adopted from the Ryu SDN framework [10]. We use Mininet [11] to emulate all the network services, hosts, switches and the network topology associated with the inter-datacenter networking.

For each datacenter, we use OpenVSwitch [12] to emulate the internal network topology and use several virtual machines running Snort [13] as the offered NFV services. The virtual machines also act as nodes in the intra-datacenter network. To compute the moving average $T_k(f, g)$ of each NFV service, we run the Packet Performance Monitoring (PPM) module of Snort to measure and collect the service turnaround time $t(f, g, i)$.

**Environment Setup**

We used three server machines to set up our emulation environment. The first server with a 3.2 GHz Intel CPU and an 8G DDR memory ran the emulation of Snort as the offered NFV services and saved the collected intrusion prevention information in an SQL file. The second server with a 3.4 GHz Intel CPU and 16G memory ran several instances of Ryu version 3.29 as the SDN controllers. The third server with a 3.2 GHz Intel CPU and an 8G DDR memory ran Mininet to emulate the whole hierarchical datacenter network architecture. It also ran Ostinato [14] version 0.7.1 to pump traffic flows into the hierarchical datacenter architecture. We also added two traffic flows as the background traffic; each of them carries 50M bits of data per second. The information servers periodically collect statistics from the datacenters and exchange the collected information with one another every 10 seconds.

**Comparison of Super Datacenter and Hierarchical Datacenter Architectures**

The first objective of our emulation experiment is to compare the performances of the conventional super datacenter, the 1-tier (i.e., CORD architecture [11]), 2-tier and 3-tier hierarchical architectures. The experimental results will reveal how effectively the proposed hierarchical architecture improves the NFV service response time. For fair comparison of these architectures, we fixed the total number of the offered NFV services to 8 and evenly split the first server’s resources into 8 virtual machines to run these NFV services. We also created four subscriber networks each generating the traffic in packets of 128 bytes at a fixed rate. Figure 2 illustrates the datacenter network archi-
In the first experiment, we tested the four investigated architectures with a set of traffic rates, 6.4 kb/s, 64 kb/s, 640 kb/s, 6,400 kb/s, 100 Mb/s, and measured the resultant NFV service response time. Table 2 lists the experiment's settings, including the propagation delays of inter-datacenter links and the NFV services' distribution over the hierarchical architecture. All the investigated architectures use the same type of fiber optic links such that it takes 5 microseconds to propagate a signal over a 1-km long fiber optic link. The propagation distance from a subscriber network to a super datacenter is set to 2000 km based on the distance between Taipei, Taiwan and the Amazon datacenter in Tokyo, Japan. The propagation distance from a subscriber network to its local Tier-1 datacenter is fixed to 5 km. However, for fair comparison, the overall propagation distance from a subscriber network to the top tier of the 2-tier or 3-tier architecture is fixed to 2000 km. Table 2 also lists the number of NFV services deployed at each tier of the investigated architecture. For example, each Tier-1 node in the investigated 1-tier hierarchical architecture offers two NFV services, and so on.

In Fig. 3, we plot the two components of the measured NFV service response time: the average end-to-end delay and the NFV service latency. The former measures the average of the elapsed time from the moment an IP packet is originated from a subscriber network to the moment it arrived at the designated datacenter to receive the NFV service. The latter measures the average of the NFV service turnaround times. Figure 3 reveals that when the resource utilization is low, the super datacenter architecture suffers from a high end-to-end delay due to

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment 1</th>
<th>Tier 1</th>
<th>Tier 2</th>
<th>Tier 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No. of NFV services</td>
<td>Subscriber to Tier 1 propagation</td>
<td>No. of NFV services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Super data center</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2000 km</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-tier hierarchical</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5 km</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-tier hierarchical</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5 km</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-tier hierarchical</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5 km</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment 2</th>
<th>Tier 1</th>
<th>Tier 2</th>
<th>Tier 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Avg.-dc</td>
<td>Avg.-tier</td>
<td>Heavy-feet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 2.** Experiment settings of the investigated datacenter architectures.

FIGURE 2. Four datacenter architectures under investigation.
the long propagation distance from subscriber networks to the remote super datacenter site. On the other hand, as the system utilization increases, the CORD architecture’s NFV service latency grows exponentially with the traffic work load because CORD simply partitions resources among autonomous datacenters without resource sharing. In comparison, the proposed hierarchical datacenter architecture, especially the 3-tier one, stands out from others as it strikes a good balance between centralized processing and edge computing. When operating at a low utilization rate, the hierarchical datacenter architecture behaves just like CORD and benefits from edge computing. On the other hand, each datacenter in the proposed hierarchical architecture can always redirect excessive traffic bursts to another underutilized datacenter to reduce the NFV service latency.

**Hierarchical Resource Allocation**

To examine the effect of resource allocation on the proposed 3-tier hierarchical datacenter, we re-ran the previous experiment with four different resource allocation strategies, namely Avg.-dc, Avg.-tier, Heavy-feet and Heavy-head, and three different patterns, S&S, D&S, D&D, as mentioned previously. Table 2 also lists the new NFV services’ distribution over the 3-tier hierarchical architecture after the adjustment accordingly.

In Fig. 4 we plot the experimental results, showing the percentage of the traffic workload processed at different tiers as well as the average NFV service response time. From the results, the S&S scenario has most traffic workload concentrating on the first tier. Because redirecting the traffic to an upper tier incurs additional non-trivial propagation delay, under this consideration, the Heavy-feet-like resource distribution is the best suited strategy for the S&S traffic pattern. As for

---

**FIGURE 3.** Measured average end-to-end delay and NFV service latency.

**FIGURE 4.** Average NFV service response time (left) and distribution of traffic workload (right) over tiers for each case.
The emulation results showed that the proposed hierarchical architecture stands out from the rest because its flexible overlay structure and traffic redirection mechanism can exploit the benefits of both centralized processing and edge computing.

The D&S traffic pattern, the Avg-dc resource distribution is the best suited because traffic flows of a carrier network can traverse through most nodes in the tree overlay network. The Heavy-feet-like resource distribution also fits the D&S traffic pattern because most of a tree's nodes reside on the bottom tier. In the case of the D&D traffic pattern, every traffic must traverse through every tier of two carrier networks; theoretically, the Avg-tier resource distribution shall be the best choice. However, its performance advantage is not quite significant.

**Conclusion**

In this work, we proposed a hierarchical NFV/SDN-integrated architecture in which datacenters are organized into a multi-tree overlay network to collaboratively process user traffic flows. The proposed architecture is found to be effective and efficient in steering traffic to a nearby datacenter to optimize user-perceived service response time. We have also evaluated through emulation the performances of the proposed hierarchical architecture against the conventional super datacenter architecture and the recent CORD architecture. The emulation results showed that the proposed hierarchical architecture stands out from the rest because its flexible overlay structure and traffic redirection mechanism can exploit the benefits of both centralized processing and edge computing.

The emulation results also reveal that the resource allocation of the proposed hierarchical datacenter architecture shall be decided based on traffic's source-destination attributes. The “Heavy-feet”-like resource distribution over the tiers is preferred when most traffic flows within the same edge datacenter. A uniform distribution over the datacenters or over the tiers stands out from others when most traffic flows across a carrier network or across different carrier networks, respectively.

There are a few open issues that need further examination. First, it would be of interest to find the Pareto frontier of the resource allocation strategies for the proposed hierarchical datacenter architecture subject to different traffic patterns. Second, we believe it is possible to further improve the proposed traffic redirection mechanism and optimize the overall resource utilization of a carrier network. Last, the evaluation of the proposed architecture in terms of the reliability performance [15] or the quality of experience is complex but crucial and deserves a second article for a thorough investigation.
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